INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Mammals including humans possess surprisingly few protein-coding genes given the size of their genomes and the complexity of their phenotypes. A typical mammalian genome encompasses approximately 20 000--35 000 protein-coding genes, not many more than nematodes or even some protists have ([@B1],[@B2]). However, the actual structural and functional diversity of mammalian proteomes is far greater than implied by this modest gene number and is underpinned by the extraordinary complexity of transcriptomes that is generated by alternative splicing (AS) and alternative transcription (AT) ([@B3]). Deep sequencing of mammalian transcriptomes clearly shows that transcripts from the majority of protein-coding genes undergo alternative processing whereby substantial portions of a gene locus are included in or omitted from different messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) isoforms that are often translated into distinct protein variants ([@B6],[@B7]). The accurate estimates indicate that up to 95% of multi-exon human genes are subject to AS, and identify approximately 100 000 major alternative events ([@B8]). The AS has been traditionally viewed as the principal contributor to the transcriptome diversity ([@B9]). However, recent studies of mammalian gene expression reveal widespread alternative initiation and alternative termination of transcription (ATI and ATT, respectively) and important contributions of AT to the generation of the transcriptome diversity ([@B2],[@B13]).

Recent global analyses suggest that pre-mRNA splicing is predominantly co-transcriptional in different organisms ([@B20]). The two processes are functionally coupled, and the prevalence of different types of alternative events (AEs) differs between functional regions (e.g. UTRs and CDSs) of transcripts. In particular, AS is common in the 5′-untranslated regions (5′ UTRs) and protein coding sequences (CDS), with a significantly greater fraction of nucleotides involved in AS in the 5′ UTRs compared to the CDS ([@B21]). In contrast, AS is rare in 3′ UTRs, given the overall low intron density in this region ([@B24],[@B25]). The ATI and ATT events occur primarily in the 5′ UTRs and 3′ UTRs, respectively, and in the corresponding 'grey areas', the sequences that may belong either to CDSs or to UTRs in mature transcripts as well as to intron sequences in different alternative transcripts ([@B19],[@B23]).

Expression of mRNA in animals is a complex and intricately controlled process during which the transcriptional apparatus closely cooperates with pre-mRNA processing machinery. Numerous biochemical and cytological experiments indicate that transcription and mRNA processing, including capping, splicing, polyadenylation and cleavage, form a network of interconnected, elaborately regulated processes that all occur within nuclear 'gene expression factories' ([@B26]). Such tight integration of different aspects of gene expression and transcript processing implies that different types of AEs might not be independent.

The ubiquity of AS and its importance in the generation of the diversity of protein isoforms in mammals have been thoroughly documented but the role of AT has not been studied at the same level of detail. In this work, we assess the relative contributions of different types of AEs to the diversity of mammalian proteins based on the numbers of alternative nucleotides created by these AEs. The results of this analysis show that ATI and ATT are major processes that, in conjunction with AS, generate extensive N-terminal and C-terminal variability of protein isoforms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Alternative transcript data sets {#SEC2-1}
--------------------------------

We analyzed alternative transcripts of human protein-coding genes deposited in the major databases including hg18/NCBI36 (RefSeq, release 51, UCSC/Ensembl, release 54) and hg19/GRCh37.p13/ (Ensemble/GENCODE, release 74/release 19) assemblies and gene tracks, in which high-quality manual annotations are merged with evidence-based automated annotations across the entire human genome. We also analyzed the mm10/GRCm38 assembly and the Ensembl (release 74) gene tracks of the mouse genome. Coordinates of the human and mouse transcripts, their functional regions and transcript descriptions were downloaded from the UCSC server (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>). The GENCODE annotation of the human genome typically contains information about alternative 5′ UTRs and alternative promoters. GENCODE Poly(A) contains annotated poly(A) signals and sites on the genome based on expressed sequence tag (EST) and complementary DNA evidence (3′ end of transcripts containing at least three successive adenine nucleotides not matching the genome). For the present analysis, we considered only transcripts with the complete status of coding regions and annotated translation start and stop, and the known status of the transcription level support (provided by GENCODE, hg19).

To assign alternative transcripts to the corresponding gene loci, we employed clustering method by locus ID and ENSG gene annotation when available. The filtering procedure was applied to all transcriptome/genome databases independently. When grouping transcripts from a database to their gene loci, transcripts from opposite strands, transcripts with open reading frames (ORFs) shorter than 50 codons, and transcripts that overlapped by \<50 codons were discarded. For the recent hg19 assembly, all alternative transcripts were clustered by gene locus name (ENSG). This procedure allowed us to exclude from consideration overlapping genes and chimeric transcripts. To group transcripts by coordinates from the UCSC database, where information about gene loci is absent, we first grouped all overlapping transcripts. Then, the resulting group was subdivided into gene loci by picking a seed for a locus and testing whether to add each of the remaining transcripts ([@B19]).

The overall statistics for both human genome releases (hg18, hg19) is presented in the Supplementary materials (Supplementary Table S1). The main results are given for the hg19 version of the human genome that was updated to the Ensemble-Havana GENCODE gene set which is the most recent and complete annotation of alternative transcript isoforms (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/>) The hg18 assembly of the human genome, which is mostly populated with the most abundant and common transcript variants, was used independently to validate the results and demonstrate the stability of the main trends reported in this work. Taking into account the consistency between the results for different genome assemblies and annotations, these results can be considered a conservative estimate for the human transcriptome which currently remains incompletely annotated. Comparison of the hg18 and hg19 versions of the human shows that hg19 includes numerous rare, low abundance and leaky or non-coding transcripts that have been added recently. Many of such transcripts carry short annotated OFRs, which encode truncated, presumably non-functional proteins, and do not overlap significantly with more abundant and well-annotated transcripts with established coding regions. Therefore, more isoforms were removed from the hg19 dataset analysis compared to hg18.

Functional regions of gene loci {#SEC2-2}
-------------------------------

Boundaries of the functional regions in gene loci were determined by combining the most upstream and most downstream isoform coordinates and translation start and stop codon annotations for all isoforms mapped to the given locus. For the purpose of this study, we considered five regions within a gene locus, as shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}: (i) 5′ UTR (sequence between the first transcription initiation site and the first translation start codon), (ii) '5′ grey area' (sequence between the first and the last translation start codons); (iii) CDS (sequence between the last translation start codon and the first translation stop codon); (iv) '3′ grey area' (sequence between the first and the last translation stop codons) and (v) 3′ UTR (sequence between the last translation stop codon and the last transcription termination site). The use of these conservative criteria and the introduction of 'grey' areas ensure that UTRs and core CDS (cCDS) regions are excluded from the analysis of dual-function gene regions (i.e. sequences that are coding in some transcript but non-coding in others). Only isoforms with reliable hits (*E-*value \< 10^−4^) against genomic sequences were considered for this analysis ([@B34],[@B35]). Exon coordinates in the data sets were mostly unambiguous, with the exception of occasional adjacent exons; such exons were merged into one. For each transcript, we counted the number of exons and introns that belong to each functional region. For each exon and intron located entirely within a functional region, one was added to the appropriate tally. For those exons that are partitioned between functional regions of a gene, the tally for each region was incremented proportionally to the fraction of the nucleotides that belong to that region. Each nucleotide position was classified as constitutive (belonging to an exon in every isoform), alternative (positions that belong to an exon in at least one but not all isoforms of the given gene locus), or intronic (not belonging to an exon in any of the isoforms).

![Anatomy of mammalian transcripts: functional domains, constitutive and alternative nucleotides and alternative events. TI, transcription initiation site; AUG, translation initiation site; TT, transcription termination site; translation termination site; ATI, alternative transcription initiation; AS, alternative splicing; ATT, alternative transcription termination. Protein-coding regions are filled by black (in cCDSs) or by dark grey (in grey areas). UTRs are shown in white (for UTRs) and in light grey (for grey areas).](gku342fig1){#F1}

Classification of nucleotides involved in different types of alternative events {#SEC2-3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ATI and ATT groups of genes were classified based on the annotation of alternative promoters and poly(A) signals in the human genome (hg19), as described above. Alternative splicing in the 5′- and 3′-terminal regions strongly depends on alternative transcription events. The choice of transcription initiation site on genomic DNA is the primary event that defines selection of downstream splicing sites and AT-dependent alternative splicing pattern at the ends of transcripts. As described earlier ([@B19]), the involvement of nucleotides in ATI and ATT was assessed by analysis of all alternative isoforms transcribed from a gene locus where both 5′- and 3′-terminal alternative regions may incorporate AT-dependent alternative splicing events. In each transcript, alternative nucleotides that belong to the terminal exons located in the 5′ UTR and/or 5′ grey area of a gene locus were attributed to ATI. Similarly, alternative nucleotides that belong to the terminal exons located in 3′ grey area and/or 3′ UTR of a gene locus were attributed to ATT. The remaining alternative nucleotides were considered as resulting from AS. To assess the reliability of the classification of alternative events based on the annotation of alternative promoters in UCSC database, the list of gene loci classified as employing ATI (with stringent 300--50 000 nucleotide thresholds) was compared to the database (dbTSS) of experimentally determined transcription start sites (TSS) ([@B36]). We found that 90 and 75% of the transcription starts from the UCSC transcripts were located within 300 and 100 nucleotides, respectively, from experimentally identified TSSs. The GENCODE Poly(A) annotation was verified by searching for polyadenylation (polyA) sites within 30 nucleotides from the annotated transcript ends for all transcripts in the databases ([@B37]).

We evaluated expression profiles of alternative isoforms with distinct and unique first alternative exons transcribed from different promoters in the same human gene loci for approximately 1500 genes from our initial dataset. Isoforms with short first exons (\<50 nucleotides) or exons containing repeats were excluded from this analysis. Expression values were assigned from the Affymetrix Human Exon 1.0 ST microarrays data (<http://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/sample_data/exon_array_data.affx>) ([@B18]).

Statistical tests (Mann--Whitney *U* test, chi-squared test, Fisher exact (*F*) and *t*-tests) were applied to the comparisons and analysis of constitutive and alternative regions of gene loci.

Estimation of evolutionary rates and selection pressure {#SEC2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------

The human-macaque (macaque version MMUL1) orthologous gene pairs and their coordinates were downloaded from the UCSC database. The UTR alignments were generated using the OWEN alignment tool ([@B38]) with the following criteria: a *P*-value \< 0.001 for each hit and UTRs bounded at the 3′ or 5′ ends by exons aligning through \>80% of their length. Alignments of the nucleotide sequences of the CDSs were guided by the amino acid sequence alignment ([@B34],[@B38]). Alignments of putative orthologs were cleaned using reported thresholds and low-quality alignments were discarded. In all, a total of ∼13 000 human-macaque gene alignments were generated.

Rates of synonymous (*K*~s~) and non-synonymous (*K*~n~) substitutions for the CDS were calculated using the Pamilo-Bianchi-Li method ([@B39]) which takes into account transition and transversion rates. For the 5′ UTRs and 3′ UTRs, the rates of divergence were calculated using Kimura\'s two parameter model ([@B40]). The protein selection pressure (PSP) was estimated as the ratio between the *K*~n~ values for alternative and constitutive coding sequences (*K*~n~ alt/*K*~n~ constant) in a locus. The RNA/nucleotide selection pressure (RNSP) for each polymorphic gene locus was estimated as the ratio between the *K*~s~ values for constitutive and alternative coding regions (*K*~s~ constant/*K*~s~ alt) in a locus ([@B41]).

Functional annotation of protein-coding regions {#SEC2-5}
-----------------------------------------------

### CDD search {#SEC2-5-1}

For each human protein region, the RPS-BLAST program search with an expectation value 0.01 against the current version of the conserved domain database (CDD) (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/bwrpsb/bwrpsb.cgi>) was used to identify known protein domains ([@B42]).

### Phosporylation sites {#SEC2-5-2}

Experimentally identified protein phosphorylation sites were mapped to alternative and constitutive exons using the GenBank annotation based on the information from the human protein reference database (release 9; [www.hprd.org](http://www.hprd.org)) and the distributions and densities of these sites in the core and terminal protein regions were compared.

### IDR analysis {#SEC2-5-3}

Intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) were predicted with the IUPred (<http://iupred.enzim.hu/>) and DISPROT (<http://www.dabi.temple.edu/disprot/index.php>) software. The data were compared to the protein domain prediction results, regions which show inconsistency between these predictions were not considered in the analysis.

**Gene expression analysis** **Microarray data**Microarray expression data for normal human tissues were downloaded from the UCSC genome browser ([@B43]) (table hgFixed.gnfHumanAtlas2All). Probes lacking a unique assignment to a gene and averaged expression profiles for multiple probes associated with the same gene were discarded. Tissue-specific scores were averaged between the two repetitions. All tissue-specific scores were normalized by their respective medians, and the normalized median value was used to represent the characteristic expression level of a gene across all tissues. Gene expression breadth was defined as the number of tissues where the normalized expression value exceeded a threshold which was adjusted to produce close fractions of wide- and narrow-expressed genes ([@B44]).***RNA-Seq data***Gene expression was evaluated as the number of reads that map per kilobase of exon model per million mapped reads (RPKM) for each gene using published RNA-seq data as reported by Wang *et al.* ([@B45]). The mRNA expression level and breadth were estimated for genes based on the RNA-seq data for different tissues using reads that mapped to constitutive exons assigned to each ENSG gene locus. The tissues include adipose, brain, breast, cerebellum, colon, heart, liver, lymph node, skeletal muscle and testes. Tissue-specific scores were normalized by their respective tissue-specific medians. The median normalized value across all tissues was used to represent the characteristic expression level of a gene.**EST abundance**Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) were used to analyse the connections between alternative splicing and gene expression in different tissues. Gene expression levels were evaluated by tallying the numbers of gene-specific EST sequences in the databases. Transcript sequences from the UCSC and RefSeq databases were aligned with EST libraries (ESTs from the human normal tissue GenBank; release 071808) using the BLASTN program as described previously ([@B35]). Briefly, EST hits with identity \>95% and longer than 80% of the EST sequence length were accepted as matches. Gene expression levels were calculated for 57 normal human tissues based on EST abundance. A Monte Carlo approximation, Fisher\'s exact test and t-test were used to assess the significance of the differences between the EST data for different sets. Expression data were presented as 'expression units' consisting of a tissue marker, a list of transcripts matching the given EST, and the expression level as previously described ([@B35]).

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Predominant terminal extension of protein-coding regions through alternative transcription {#SEC3-1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To characterize the acquisition of novel, alternative coding sequences by mammalian genes, we performed detailed analysis of the human and mouse mRNAs in the RefSeq, Ensembl and UCSC databases \[<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>; ([@B46])\], which contain the most representative collections of full-length alternative transcripts (Supplementary Table S1). Protein coding, intron-containing mammalian gene loci were classified into two groups: (i) monomorphic genes with one annotated isoform and (ii) polymorphic genes that produce multiple alternative transcripts. Here we focus on the polymorphic genes. The sequences of these genes were partitioned into five regions: (i) 5′ UTR; (ii) 5′ 'grey area' between the proximal and distal start codons that are annotated in the given gene; (iii) cCDS, i.e. the region between the distal start codon and the proximal stop codon; (iv) 3′ grey area between the proximal and distal stop codons in gene loci and (v) 3′ UTR (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The 5′ and 3′ grey areas are those parts of a gene locus that are located between the first and the last translation start (5′) or stop (3′) codons. Thus, the grey areas contain sequences that are retained in some isoforms but are missing in other isoforms as well as sequences that belong to the 5′ or 3′ UTR in some transcripts but to the CDS in other transcripts (hereinafter dual-function sequences).

As shown previously, polymorphic genes are significantly enriched for introns compared to monomorphic genes ([@B44]) (also see Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). However, the difference between the distributions of introns numbers in the two classes of genes was much less pronounced in the CDS compared to the entire gene loci (compare Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, indicating that the difference in intron content was largely confined to the grey areas. In agreement with this observation, a strong correlation was detected between the number of introns and the number of alternative nucleotides in 5′ and 3′ grey areas (Supplementary Figure S1). In contrast, there was no such correlation for the CDS, 5′ UTRs and 3′ UTRs (Supplementary Figure S2).

![Distributions of introns in longest isoforms transcribed from polymorphic and monomorphic gene loci (**A**) and in their protein coding regions (**B**).](gku342fig2){#F2}

###### (**A**) Numbers of introns and isoforms in monomorphic (mono) and polymorphic (poly) genes in the human genome (hg18 and hg19). (**B**) Distributions of constitutive and alternative nucleotides located in the core (cCDS alt) or terminal (5grey alt, 5grey dual, 3grey alt, 3grey dual) coding regions of polymorphic gene loci (Ensembl, hg19)

  **A.**                                                        
  ----------- -------------- -------------- ------------- -- -- --
  hg18                                                          
  Mono+Poly   10.14 ± 0.63   8.9 ± 0.40                         
  Mono        7.98 ± 0.61    7.98 ± 0.61    1                   
  Poly        13.02 ± 0.13   10.65 ± 0.53   3.56 ± 0.13         
  hg19                                                          
  Mono+Poly   10.35 ± 0.11   8.9 ± 0.12                         
  Mono        7.8 ± 0.11     7.8 ± 0.11     1                   
  Poly        12.99 ± 0.1    9.8 ± 0.08     4.07 ± 0.02         

Abbreviations: con,constitutive; alt, alternative, dual, dual function; nt, nucleotides; seq, sequences.

To identify alternative events that are responsible for the excess of introns in the grey areas, we analysed the distribution of introns in the groups of polymorphic gene loci employing different types of AEs: (i) alternative splicing, AS; (ii) alternative transcription initiation from distinct transcription starts yielding alternative promoters and 5′-terminal exons, ATI; (iii) alternative transcription termination on distinct alternative polyadenylation sites, ATT and (iv) combination of ATI and ATT. The alternative events were classified based on the gene annotation of human genome, as described under Materials and Methods. Briefly, unique, distinct alternative terminal exons that mapped to the 5′ ends of transcripts with annotated alternative promoters were attributed to ATI. Similarly, distinct alternative exons that mapped to the 3′ ends of transcripts with distinct Poly(A) signals were attributed to ATT. It should be emphasized that genes attributed to both ATI and ATT may also employ AS.

Genes in the AS group that produce alternative isoforms with the same transcription starts and ends typically contain short grey areas depleted of introns (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, genes in the ATI, ATT and ATI+ATT groups contain long 5′ grey areas, 3′ grey areas and both grey areas, respectively, and show a concomitant, dramatic excess of introns (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Table S2). These observations suggest that acquisition of intron-containing, in particular dual-function sequences, by mammalian protein-coding genes occurs primarily at the junctions of non-coding and coding regions (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The principal mechanisms that lead to the acquisition of such sequences are ATI and ATT rather than AS but the terminal regions in the longer transcript isoforms provide additional room for AS resulting in coupling between different types of AEs. Overall, protein-coding regions in the human polymorphic gene loci contain comparable numbers of constitutive and alternative coding nucleotides (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, however, over 80% of protein-coding alternative nucleotides are located in the 5′ and 3′ grey areas (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}B). Analysis of the mouse genome identified the same trend of predominant terminal extension of alternative protein-coding regions (∼76% of protein coding alternative nucleotides are located in the grey areas). Thus, we show that numbers of alternative events, generated by AS and AT, alone, do not adequately reflect their contributions to the transcriptome and proteome diversity due to the dramatic differences in the lengths of alternative regions created by these two processes \[Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}B, Supplementary Figure S3, also see ([@B19])\].

![Mean numbers of introns in different functional regions of AS, ATI and ATT genes.](gku342fig3){#F3}

![Predominant extension of alternative transcripts in the 5′- and 3′-terminal regions. Mean lengths of functional regions (x-axis) and mean numbers of introns (y-axis) are shown. (**A**) ATI gene group; (**B**) ATT gene group; (**C**) ATI + ATT gene group; (**D**) AS gene group. Zero on the x-axis is the distal (most downstream) start codon in the respective locus.](gku342fig4){#F4}

Introns in the 5′ grey areas on average are much longer than introns in the 3′ grey areas due to significantly longer genomic distances between upstream and downstream ATI sites, compared to ATT sites (*P* \< 0.0001, the Mann--Whitney *U* test, Supplementary Figure S3), combined with the requirement for short 5′ UTRs in mature mRNA \[∼200 nucleotides on average in primates ([@B19],[@B23])\]. Because the length of mature 3′ UTRs is under a much weaker evolutionary constraint ([@B19]), compared to the lengths of mature 5′ UTRs or CDS, alternative termination of transcripts can be achieved by simple extension of the 3′ UTR to the next poly(A) site. These data are also in agreement with the rarity of introns in 3′-terminal parts of gene loci, especially in 3′ UTRs ([@B47]).

Given that UTRs have the option to evolve by incorporating into upstream and downstream intergenic sequences, the 5′ and 3′ grey areas provide ample opportunity for evolutionary extension of the CDS. Indeed, we found that the 5′ grey areas of the ATI group, the 3′ grey areas of the ATT group, and both grey areas of the ATI+ATT group were dramatically enriched for alternative protein-coding sequences, compared to the cCDS. These alternative coding sequences constitute variable N-terminal and C-terminal protein extensions generated by ATI and ATT. The grey areas are also enriched for alternative non-coding nucleotides from the corresponding UTRs (Supplementary Table S3). Taken together, these findings are compatible with the conclusion that alternative coding sequences are predominantly generated by AT-driven alternative events in the grey areas, and are typically appended to the ends of pre-existing proteins.

Selection on the nucleotide and protein levels in alternative and constitutive protein-coding sequences {#SEC3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In agreement with previous observations ([@B12],[@B47],[@B48]), our analysis showed that mean rates of non-synonymous nucleotide substitutions (*K*~n~) are significantly higher (*P* \< 0.001) in alternative regions compared to constitutive regions, indicative of faster evolution of alternative protein sequences (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, mean rates of synonymous substitutions (*K*~s~) were significantly higher (*P* \< 0.0001) in constitutive coding regions than in alternative regions. The lower rate of evolution observed at synonymous positions in alternative core and terminal coding regions suggests elevated nucleotide level selection pressure in these areas ([@B41],[@B47]). We found that comparatively low *K*~s~ values are characteristic of all translated alternative regions, i.e. sequences originating from the cCDS as well as the 5′ and 3′ grey areas (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### Rates of synonymous (*K*~s~) and non-synonymous (*K*~n~) nucleotide substitutions in human-macaque orthologous alternative (alt) and constitutive (con) protein coding sequences. (**A)** Unfiltered dataset. (**B)** Highly conserved sequences (*K*~s~ ≈ 0) excluded

  ------------- ------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------- ---- ------
  **A.**                                                                     
  5′ grey alt   0.427   0.0252 ± 0.0010   0.0827 ± 0.0014   353 ± 16    26   4.3
  cCDS alt      0.495   0.0279 ± 0.0005   0.0733 ± 0.0011   257 ± 11    34   6.2
  3′ grey alt   0.422   0.0255 ± 0.0005   0.0780 ± 0.0010   570 ± 18    27   13.6
                                                                             
  CDS con       0.228   0.0207 ± 0.0004   0.0910 ± 0.0005   905 ± 21    12   18.8
  **B.**                                                                     
                                                                             
                                                                             
  5′ grey alt   0.255   0.0261 ± 0.0012   0.1076 ± 0.0016   441 ± 16         
  cCDS alt      0.291   0.0292 ± 0.0006   0.1029 ± 0.0014   309 ± 11         
  3′ grey alt   0.250   0.0257 ± 0.0006   0.1014 ± 0.0012   659 ± 18         
                                                                             
  CDS con       0.229   0.0225 ± 0.0004   0.0976 ± 0.0008   1002 ± 21        
  ------------- ------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------- ---- ------

The nature of the elevated selective pressure at synonymous positions in alternative coding regions is not well understood. One possible explanation is the abundance of splicing enhancers and silencers and perhaps other regulatory signals in short, conserved alternative exons ([@B41],[@B47],[@B49]). This type of selection is plausible for the 5′ and core coding regions in which short exons are common but hardly can explain low *K*~s~ values in the 3′ alternative coding regions, where splicing is rare ([@B19],[@B44]). To better understand the likely causes of the differences in evolution rates between alternative and constitutive protein-coding regions, we evaluated the [R]{.ul}NA/[n]{.ul}ucleotide [s]{.ul}election [p]{.ul}ressure (RNSP) and PSP for each polymorphic gene locus (see Materials and Methods for details). The distributions of the RNSP values along the length of transcripts show a characteristic second peak of high RNSP values (RNSP \> 10) which is most prominent in the 5′ grey areas, also pronounced in the cCDS but far smaller in magnitude in the 3′ grey area (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These observations are compatible with the hypothesis that the low *K*~s~ values in alternative exons reflect the requirement for conservation of regulatory signals in RNA and/or DNA which are most abundant in the 5′ grey area ([@B45],[@B47],[@B52]). Our results are in good agreement with reports on elevated selective pressure on mRNA folding immediately downstream of the translation start codons ([@B47],[@B50],[@B55]) and with the increased density of transcription factor (TF) footprints within the translated portion of gene first coding exons, where TF-DNA recognition requirements constrain the third codon positions ([@B56]).

![Distributions of RNA/nucleotide selection pressure ratio values, RNSP (**A**) and Protein Selection Pressure ratio values, PSP (**B**) in the 5′ grey area, cCDS and the 3′ grey area.](gku342fig5){#F5}

We also found a significant increase of PSP values in the alternative 3′ terminal protein-coding regions located in 3′ grey areas, as compared to the 5′ grey areas and alternative cCDSs (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the RNSP and PSP ratios show opposite trends in the 5′ and 3′ grey areas and thus probably differently affect the upstream and downstream protein-coding regions. We further found that the major difference in the *K*~s~ values between alternative regions (terminal as well as cCDS) and constitutive regions is due to the difference in the content of short, highly conserved regions in which both *K*~s~ and *K*~n~ values approach zero (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}B). Such highly conserved sequences are abundant in alternative regions (34--26%) but scarce in constitutive regions (∼12%). When these conserved sequences were excluded from the analysis, the difference in *K*~s~ values between alternative and constitutive regions disappeared whereas the difference in *K*~n~ values remained significant (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Thus, the increased frequency of short, highly conserved sequences in alternative coding regions accounts for the reduced *K*~s~ values although this effect does not fully explain the differences in the levels of RNSP and PSP at the 5′ and 3′ ends of protein coding regions. These observations could open the perspective for prediction of novel alternative terminal exons using comparative genomic analysis and estimation of RNSP and PSP values in the vicinity of annotated starts and ends of gene loci ([@B12],[@B41]).

To examine possible causes of the stronger protein level selection pressure in alternative 3′ grey areas, we estimated the occurrence of overlapping coding frames in alternative and constitutive regions. The frequencies of overlapping coding frames were comparable in alternative regions from 3′ grey areas and in constitutive cCDSs and substantially higher than those in alternative sequences from the cCDS and 5′ grey areas (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Notably, the frequency of overlapping frames in the 5′ grey area was the lowest (∼4%) among all the functional regions and ∼3-fold lower than those in the 3′ grey area and constitutive cCDSs. Obviously, third codon positions in overlapping coding regions are subject to protein-level selection, and RNSP values cannot be correctly estimated for these regions due to the paucity of authentic synonymous positions.

Thus, although the frequencies of highly conserved sequences (*K*~s~ ∼ 0) are similar in different classes of alternative regions (5′ and 3′ grey areas as well as the alternative portions of the cCDS) and significantly (*P* \< 0.001) higher than the frequency of such sequences in constitutive coding regions (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), the underlying evolutionary factors are likely to be different. Indeed, we estimated high levels of RNSP in the 5′ grey areas and alternative cCDSs, in contrast to the high PSP in the 3′ grey areas (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This apparent difference in selection patterns might be due to the fact that highly conserved 5′ terminal and core sequences usually encompass short exons that carry conserved regulatory splicing signals (enhancers and/or silencers) ([@B47],[@B57]). By contrast, such short exons are virtually missing in 3′ grey areas where, however, the high abundance of extended overlapping coding frames (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) results in conservation at the nucleotide sequence level.

Analysis of functional features of alternative and constitutive protein sequences {#SEC3-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Alternative transcription and splicing events frequently result in the loss or gain of protein functional sites, leading to functional divergence of protein isoforms ([@B9],[@B10],[@B58]). We analysed the distribution and density of phosphorylation sites, IDRs and conserved protein domains in alternative and constitutive protein regions.

Experimentally determined protein phosphorylation sites from the GenBank annotation were mapped to alternative and constitutive exons, and the distribution of these sites in constitutive and alternative sequences was examined. We found that more than one third of the phosphorylation sites were located in alternative protein sequences (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). The fraction of predicted phosphorylation sites in alternative versus constitutive sequences (over 50%) is even higher than that for experimentally supported sites \[data based on the Scansite search ([@B61]), whereas the random expectation is ∼46%, *P* \< 0.01, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test\]. Notably, the number of experimentally determined phosphorylation sites in alternative protein sequences encoded in the 5′ and 3′ grey areas was ∼4-fold greater (7419 sites) than that in the alternative cCDSs (1851 sites) (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), consistent with the 4-fold greater length of the grey areas. Overall, the density of phosphorylation sites is significantly higher in the 3′ grey areas compared to the 5′ grey areas and alternative regions in the cCDS (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}; *P* \< 0.005, Mann--Whitney *U* test). Given the typical large lengths of the 3′ grey areas and the higher density of phosphorylation sites in these regions, the 3′ grey areas encompass the highest fraction of alternative phosphorylation sites among all gene regions. This observation is consistent with the involvement of variable C-termini in the differential regulation of protein function, especially for membrane receptors and signal transducers which contribute to tissue-specific and developmental regulation (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and S4) ([@B10]). The dramatic difference in the number of phosphorylation sites between alternative protein sequences at the ends compared to alternative cCDSs (which is a composite effect of the difference between the lengths of these sequences and in the phosphorylation site density) reflects the enrichment of cellular regulation through the protein alternative ends.

###### Distribution of phosphorylation sites (PhS) in constitutive (CDS con) and alternative sequences located in the core (cCDS alt) or terminal (5grey alt, 5grey dual, 3grey alt, 3grey dual) coding regions of polymorphic gene loci

                      cCDS con   cCDS alt   5grey alt   5grey dual   3grey alt   3grey dual
  ------------------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ------------ ----------- ------------
  \# PhS              15 353     1 851      1 908       929          3 777       805
  \# \#Seq with PhS   3 452      562        462         288          892         269
  \#Seq total         11 354     6 040      3 698       2 437        4 369       1 826
  Density^a^          1.31       1.006      0.979       0.950        1.171       1.027

^a^The PhS density was calculated for the total lengths of the sequences found in the Human Protein reference database ([www.hprd.org](http://www.hprd.org)).

We further examined the distribution of IDRs between alternative and constitutive sequences in different parts of gene loci. The IDRs have been recently shown to participate in protein--protein interactions and play major roles in diverse regulatory and signalling functions ([@B62],[@B63]). Our analysis showed that alternative sequences encompassed a significantly greater fraction of IDRs than constitutive sequences (*P* \< 0.001, Mann--Whitney *U* test) and that, among alternative sequences, over 80% of IDRs map to the 5′ and 3′ grey areas (Supplementary Table S5). The over-representation of IDRs is most pronounced in the 5′ and 3′ grey areas that encodes N- and C-terminal alternative sequences (Supplementary Table S5). Given the involvement of the IDRs in regulatory processes, this observation implies that alternative protein termini substantially contribute to rewiring of protein interaction networks ([@B62],[@B63]).

In addition, we compared alternative and constitutive coding regions with respect to the prevalence of protein functional domains from the CDD (Supplementary Table S6 and S7) and amino acid motifs from the ProSite database. Constitutive cCDSs were significantly enriched for CDD domains (∼50%; *P* \< 0.001) compared to the alternative sequences. Enrichment of constitutive regions with CDD domains in part could be explained by the greater length of these sequences. However, almost half of the sequences encoded in the 3′ grey areas and one third of the sequences from the 5′ grey areas also encompassed CDD domains or portions thereof which are signatures of protein function (Supplementary Table S7). Taking into account the greater characteristic lengths of 3′-terminal alternative exons compared to the 5′-terminal alternative exons, it is not surprising that conserved protein domains are more common in the 3′ grey areas. Similar observations were made with respect to the prevalence of ProSite motifs.

Two major, distinct modes of gene expression {#SEC3-4}
--------------------------------------------

The relationship between AT and AS appears to be largely determined by two factors: (i) antagonistic relationship between ATI and AS in the CDS, and (ii) tight coupling between AS in CDS and ATT ([@B19]). Both AT and AS can affect the level and breadth of gene expression ([@B18],[@B19],[@B45]). Furthermore, intron-containing mammalian genes on average are expressed at a much higher level than intronless genes ([@B44]). These observations prompted us to investigate the relationships between the architecture of gene loci, AEs, gene expression profiles and evolutionary rates.

The ATT and ATI groups of genes significantly (*P* \< 0.001) differed with respect to the expression pattern (Supplementary Figures S4) as well as in the size of genomic loci and transcribed regions between genes (Supplementary Figure S5). The ATT group was significantly enriched for tissue-specific genes, whereas the ATI genes were on average more widely expressed. Thus, the alternative 3′ UTRs and C-terminal protein variants produced by ATT appear to provide regulatory options for tissue-specific and conditional expression. In contrast, ATI appears to contribute mainly to gene expression regulation, in particular, by using alternative promoters and transcription enhancers, and by allowing alternative translation initiation and regulation through variable 5′ UTRs and 5′-terminal coding sequences ([@B13]).

To assess the contribution of alternative promoters to gene expression profiles, we evaluated the expression of mRNA isoforms transcribed from different promoters in the same gene loci, using expression data from an exon-specific microarray platform ([http://www.affymetrix. com/support/technical/sample_data/exon_array_data.affx](http://www.affymetrix.%20com/support/technical/sample_data/exon_array_data.affx)). We analysed the subset of human genes (∼3000 transcripts from ∼1500 gene loci) with distinct alternative first exons transcribed from different promoters for which expression levels of the isoforms could be compared. The mRNA isoforms transcribed from upstream promoters were found to be significantly (*P* \< 0.0001, *χ* = 21.8) more highly and broadly expressed than isoforms transcribed from downstream promoters (Supplementary Figure S6).

To evaluate contributions of structural and evolutionary factors to the observed differences between the expression patterns of ATI and ATT genes, we performed multiple regression analysis against evolutionary (*K*~n~, *K*~s~, *K*~5~ and *K*~3~) and structural (total intron length, CDS length, number of transcribed isoforms and number of introns) variables. We examined two models that differed in the way they incorporated the number of introns: (i) for full length transcripts (four structural parameters), and (ii) separately for individual functional regions of transcripts (5′ UTR, 5′ grey area, CDS, 3′ grey area and 3′ UTR; hence eight structural parameters). Model (ii) showed a substantially better ability to predict expression breadth and the number of isoforms for a given gene locus than model (i). In other words, intron distribution in different functional regions of transcripts was more informative than the number of introns in the complete gene locus (Supplementary Table S8). Thus, model (ii) was employed for all subsequent analysis.

As shown in Supplementary Table S9, structural and evolutionary parameters possessed independent prognostic powers for the prediction of gene expression level and breadth. The contribution of the evolutionary parameters to the prediction of the expression patterns in the ATT gene group was considerably (∼1.5-fold) greater than the contribution of the structural parameters, whereas the contribution of the structural parameters was ∼1.5-fold greater than that of the evolutionary parameters in the ATI gene group (Supplementary Table S10). This observation is compatible with the differences in RNSP and PSP between the 5′ and 3′ grey areas, and the higher occurrence of CDD domains and phosphorylation sites in alternative C-terminal protein sequences compared to N-terminal alternative sequences (see above). Jointly, these observations indicate that the ATI and ATT groups of genes are regulated and evolve in different modes.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Alternative transcription and alternative splicing are the main mechanisms that generate proteomic diversity in multicellular eukaryotes, particularly in mammals ([@B10],[@B47],[@B59]). The architecture of gene loci, location of transcription initiation and termination sites, and the presence of splicing sites and regulatory elements define the structures of pre-mRNA and mature transcripts. Alternative transcription initiation and termination shape the structures of 5′- and 3′-terminal regions of transcripts and play distinct and independent roles in the regulation of expression of polymorphic mammalian genes ([@B12],[@B19],[@B45]).

Importantly, the two types of AEs are far from being independent: at the transcription initiation step, the selection of alternative initiation sites by the RNA polymerase defines the choice of splicing sites accordingly the course of subsequent AS events. Transcription from alternative promoters and transcription start sites creates distinct 5′ terminal exons and changes splicing patterns in the 5′ transcript regions. Moreover, differential occupation of promoters and enhancers by certain transcriptional factors and co-regulators can define the choice of exons that are included into the mRNA and trigger exon skipping ([@B29],[@B64],[@B65]), especially in 5′ UTRs ([@B19]). Alternative exons created by ATI in the 5′ regions of transcripts typically connect to cCDSs, do not affect splicing patterns in the cCDSs and often extend the encoded protein at the N-terminus, with the reading frame preserved ([@B13],[@B19],[@B66]). It has been shown that N-terminal sequences of proteins are enriched for IDRs ([@B67]), and here we extend these findings by showing that IDRs are particularly common in alternative sequences of both protein ends. Because IDRs are specifically enriched for sites of protein--protein interaction and regulatory signals ([@B63],[@B67]), the protein isoforms generated via ATI are likely to provide for differential tissue or condition-specific expression by rewiring interaction networks through the recruitment of distinct interaction partners ([@B62],[@B68]). Indeed, the ATI group is enriched for genes that are preferentially involved in development, signal transduction and apoptosis, in contrast to the ATT group that is enriched for more broadly expressed genes preferentially involved in cellular processes and organization, protein modification and regulation of metabolism \[Supplementary Table S4; ([@B19])\].

In contrast to ATI, ATT strongly depends on upstream splicing events and therefore is tightly coupled with AS in the coding regions ([@B19]). In mechanistic terms, this coupling appears to be due in part to the ability of RNA polymerase II (PolII) to bind some of the pre-mRNA processing factors which then travel along with PolII to their targets in a complex known as 'the mRNA factory' ([@B30],[@B32],[@B69]). There is growing evidence that splicing, polyadenylation and cleavage factors can be recruited to the C-terminal domain of the largest subunit of PolII which participates in the key pre-mRNA processing reactions ([@B26],[@B29],[@B30],[@B70]). As transcription proceeds, exons are defined along the pre-mRNA by communication between the 5′ and 3′ splice sites and in cooperation with PolII. At the end of the transcription process, the splicing and cleavage machineries cooperate to define the poly(A) site and the terminal exon ([@B30]).

Reporter experiments have indicated that the choice of poly(A) sites depends on the rate of transcription and that RNA polymerase II is more likely to pause at proximal poly(A) sites of highly expressed genes and at distant poly(A) sites of low-expressed genes ([@B71]). Furthermore, there are indications that selection of the poly(A) site might occur prior to splicing of the terminal exon ([@B26],[@B72]). Details of this process have been recently studied using a mammalian *in vitro* transcription and splicing system ([@B73]). It has been shown that communication between the 3′-splice site of the terminal exon and the poly(A) site is established early in the transcription process, followed with the poly(A) site cleavage, polyadenylation at the 3′ end of the transcript, and concluded with splicing of the last exon. The strong positive correlation between AS events in the cCDSs and ATT observed at the global transcriptome level ([@B19]) indicates that the coupling of transcription termination to splicing is a common and wide-spread phenomenon that occurs during transcription of thousands of human genes.

The AS has been traditionally regarded as the main contributor to the transcriptome and proteome diversity ([@B13],[@B45],[@B62],[@B63]) given the huge number and variety of the generated isoforms, whereas the role of AT has been comparatively overlooked. However, analysis of the number of alternative events alone is not sufficient for adequate evaluation of the roles of these two mechanisms ([@B19],[@B45]). Many of the AS events generated by exon skipping are represented by short in-frame insertions/ deletions that do not substantially change sequence of the resulting proteins. For example, alternative splicing of triplets \[such as well-studied and frequently occurring NAGNAG patterns ([@B58])\] that creates protein isoforms differing by single amino acid constitutes ∼20% of AS in-frame variability of the cCDSs ([@B58]). By contrast, alternative transcription events typically create extended variable regions at protein termini, such as N-terminal transmembrane and extracellular domains that dramatically enrich protein functional repertoire. The present findings provide evidence that alternative transcription makes much greater contributions to the diversity of the mammalian transcriptome and proteome than previously thought. The two processes, AT and AS, are tightly interconnected and often operate together to enhance transcriptome and proteome diversity.

It has to be emphasized that the current estimates of the extent of ATI and ATT are highly conservative because sequencing of additional transcripts with alternative termini can only expand the grey areas. The ability of ATI and ATT to shape upstream and downstream gene regions, respectively, creates variable protein extensions and provides mechanisms for two distinct regulatory strategies for the regulation of gene expression. Significant differences in gene architecture and evolutionary patterns exist between these two groups of genes that predominantly produce proteins of different functional groups with different expression profiles. The C-terminal protein variants produced by ATT enrich the potential for cellular signaling and appear to provide regulatory options for tissue-specific and conditional expression. These observations are in good agreement with previously published data ([@B10],[@B45]) and appear to reflect preferential regulation of two distinct, large groups of genes via different mechanisms. Diversification of transcript functions and expression patterns appears to be mediated by ATI that also creates opportunities for additional regulatory effects through variable 5′ UTRs. This conclusion is compatible with the strong nucleotide-level selection pressure detected in these regions. Conversely, ATT enhances post-transcriptional regulation through the formation of mRNA variants with alternative 3′ UTRs that have different fates and lifetimes in the cell.

An important question is whether the variable N- and C-termini in protein isoforms created by alternative transcription perform biological function, or simply reflect inherent 'leakiness' in transcriptional control (it should be noted, however, that the boundary between functional and leaky transcripts is fuzzy because leaky transcripts can evolve functions and get fixed in the course of evolution). Functional importance of alternative protein terminal regions is supported by our transcriptome-scale analysis demonstrating that these regions are subject to purifying selection. Our finding of the elevated RNSP in the 5′ grey areas is in good agreement with the reported selection in favour of mRNA folding pattern in the vicinity of translation start codons ([@B47],[@B50],[@B55],[@B74],[@B75]) and elevated occupancy of the first protein-coding exons with TF recognition sites across the human exome ([@B56]). Thus, nucleotide-level constraints appear to be a major driver of evolution in the upstream translated gene sequences ([@B55],[@B76]). The biological role of alternative protein C-termini is supported by the presence of many conserved protein domains and experimentally verified phosphorylation sites in 3′ grey areas. The functionality of phosphorylation sites generated by exon skipping ([@B10]) and alternative NAGNAG acceptor splice sites ([@B58]), has been demonstrated recently. Considering the observed higher density of experimentally verified phosphorylation sites in the 3′ grey areas compared to alternatively spliced cCDSs, these sites are likely to be functionally important, especially for tissue--specific regulation. Our findings are in agreement with the recently published data on phosphorylation of alternatively spliced protein isoforms and connections between the potential for protein phosphorylation and tissue-specific alternative splicing ([@B10]).

Notably, the IDRs, a recently recognized important class of regulatory sequences, show a marked enrichment in alternative protein ends, suggesting that these sequences also perform various regulatory functions, in particular in protein interaction network rewiring.

The ATI and ATT provide mechanisms for evolution of spliced genes and their protein products. Several lines of evidence suggest that acquisition of alternative exons at the boundaries between cCDS and UTRs is mediated primarily by AT, and not by AS ([@B24],[@B30]). Extended grey areas at the 5′ and 3′ ends, generated by AT, harbour many short exons that lack detectable similarity to other protein sequences and at least in some case might have evolved de novo from non-coding sequences, resulting in extension and diversification of mammalian proteins. Upstream transcript regions can grow by mosaic extension into 5′ untranscribed areas that are enriched for potential splicing signals and by providing new N-terminal coding exons, whereas C-terminal coding regions can grow by direct extension of existing terminal exons (tandem 3′ UTRs). Alternative coding exons are characterized by a higher level of nucleotide level selection pressure than most constitutive coding exons. The 5′ regions of transcripts are notably enriched for short exons that are subject to a significantly stronger nucleotide level selection compared to 3′ ends.

The results of the present work are in good agreement with the recent genome-wide study of genetic effects on transcript structure which shows that differences between isoforms at transcript ends are much more common than exon skipping ([@B77]). Furthermore, impairment of alternative transcription and splicing has been shown to substantially contribute to diverse disease conditions ([@B78]). The results of the present study provide for a better understanding of the mechanisms of transcriptome variation and the landscape of functional differentiation in the human genome, and in particular, emphasize the major contribution of alternative transcription.
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